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Before we begin… 

• The slides and recording will be circulated after the webinar broadcast. 

• If you have technical issues during the broadcast, let us know via the Q&A function and our team will respond ASAP.

• If you have any questions on the content of the webinar, please use the Q&A function. 

• For any other questions, speak to your DLA Piper contact or email us:

• pablo.guzman@dlapiper.com

• dana.hooker@dlapiper.com

• malinda. yuen@dlapiper.com

• titus.totan@dlapiper.com

This information does not, and is not intended to, constitute legal advice. All information, content, and materials are for general informational purposes only. No reader or participant 

should act, or refrain from acting, with respect to any particular legal matter on the basis of this information without first seeking legal advice from counsel in the relevant jurisdiction. 

mailto:pablo.guzman@dlapiper.com
mailto:dana.hooker@dlapiper.com
mailto:ryan.campbell@dlapiper.com
mailto:titus.totan@dlapiper.com
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1. Return to work considerations

a) Family needs and obligations

b) Disabilities

c) Elderly employees

d) Stereotypes

2. Recalling employees from layoffs

3. Remote work considerations
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1. Considerations for family status

a) Childcare and eldercare responsibilities (i.e. “school’s out for summer”, daycare closures, etc.)

b) Caring for a family member with COVID-19 

c) Direct vs. indirect (i.e. adverse effect) discrimination 

2. Accommodating family needs and obligations

a) Interplay between duty to accommodate and statutory leaves of absence

b) Duty to accommodate may be triggered when:

i. There is a serious interference with a substantial family obligation (i.e. a legal responsibility)

ii. There is a negative impact on a family need that results in a “real disadvantage”

c) Consider whether reasonable alternative solutions or supports are available
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Family Needs and Obligations
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3. Employee’s specific circumstances are important

a) Age of individual in employee’s care

b) Needs of individual in employee’s care

c) Effect of caregiving responsibilities on duties and responsibilities

i. Reduced productivity

ii. Inability to work certain hours

iii. Legitimate fears of bringing the disease home

d) Caregiving alternatives (e.g. spouse, family member, etc.)
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Family Needs and Obligations
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1. Considerations for pre-existing disabilities

a) Consider the heightened risks of COVID-19 to employees with pre-existing disabilities 

b) Direct vs. indirect (i.e. adverse effect) discrimination 

2. COVID-19 may be considered a “disability”

a) Various human rights commissions across the country have said so

b) Prohibitions on discrimination apply to both actual and perceived disabilities

c) Tread carefully with employees who have a relationship, association or dealings with someone 
who has a presumed or confirmed case of COVID-19

3. Considerations for mental health issues triggered by COVID-19
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4. Employee’s specific circumstances are important

a) Medical restrictions and limitations

b) Reasonable ways to accommodate those medical restrictions and limitations

i. Remember – interplay between duty to accommodate and statutory leaves of absence

c) Diagnosis

i. Generally not entitled to ask about diagnosis

ii. COVID-19 diagnosis may be an exception – but do not forget employee privacy

d) Medical evidence

i. Generally entitled to request medical evidence of employee’s restrictions and limitations

ii. Consider necessity and reasonableness of request in the context of COVID-19 pandemic

iii. Consider statutory prohibitions on requesting medical evidence relating to COVID-19
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Disabilities
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1. Considerations for elderly employees

a) Consider the heightened risks of COVID-19 to elderly employees 

b) Older adults (i.e. 65 years and older) are at higher risk for severe illness

2. Direct vs. indirect (i.e. adverse effect) discrimination 

a) Will be particularly important given public advisories

b) Proactive steps should be taken 
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Elderly Employees
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Duty to Accommodate

1. Be proactive, reasonable and sensitive

2. Consider employee’s specific circumstances

a) Make inquiries – confirm needs, restrictions, alternative solutions and available supports

b) Request medical information if necessary, appropriate and reasonable in the circumstances

c) Expect the employee’s cooperation

3. Reasonableness – not perfection – is the standard

4. Maintain ongoing communication and document everything!

a) Seek ongoing input from employees

b) Consult with health and safety representatives and committees

5. Do not forget about employee privacy!
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1. Modifying duties and responsibilities:

a) Work from home

b) Modified working hours (e.g. work outside peak hours, flexible shifts, staggered shifts, etc.)

c) Reduced hours and reduced pay

d) Minimal contact with other employees and/or the public

e) Communicate that modifications are intended to be temporary

2. Modifying the workplace:

a) Implement measures to reduce risk of transmission – follow public guidelines

b) Require the use of personal protective equipment

3. Leaves of absence – including statutory leaves of absence

10

Examples of Accommodation 
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1. Consider the potential effects of the pandemic on attitudes towards

a) Race

b) Place of origin

c) Political beliefs and opinions

2. Take proactive measures to prevent such issues from leaking into the workforce

a) Employers can be liable for the acts of their employees

b) Educate the workforce

c) Investigate and address complaints of discrimination and harassment promptly
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Stereotypes and Opinions
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1. What if an employee is stubborn?

a) Refuses to accept significance of COVID-19

b) Refuses to accept accommodation 

2. Engage in dialogue and document everything!

3. Stick to protocols and procedures as much as possible

12

Stubborn Employees
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1. Review applicable agreements, policies and collective agreements

2. Consider which employees are being recalled

a) Consider why certain employees will be recalled before others

b) Ensure recall selections are not based on potentially discriminatory factors

c) Consider sub-conscious bias

3. Keep a close eye on the demographics

a) Male vs. female

b) Older employees vs. younger employees

c) Employees with families vs. employees without families

d) Employees with disabilities vs. employees without disabilities
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Recalling Employees from Layoffs
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3. Consider employee accommodation needs:

a) Has there been a confirmed or suspected COVID-19 diagnosis?

b) Is the employee part of a cohort that is more vulnerable to COVID-19 (e.g. prior health issues, age, etc.)?

c) Does the employee have family-related obligations (e.g. childcare, eldercare, etc.)?

d) Does the employee have legitimate fears of returning to work?

4. Can the employee be accommodated in their return to work?

a) Modifying duties and responsibilities

b) Modifying the workplace

c) Allowing leaves of absence

5. Communication and cooperation is key!
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Recalling Employees from Layoffs
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1. Consider the effects of remote work on:

a) Employee mental health

b) Employees with family obligations 

c) Elderly employees

d) Employees without access to technology

2. Anticipate need for accommodation and reduced performance

3. More to come!
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Remote Work
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Questions?

Thank you!
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